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Course Overview 

Welcome to AP Language & Composition. This course is meant to offer the rigor level of a college 

freshman composition course such as 1101, typically the introductory writing course for college students. 

As such, our primary focus will be attending to the fundamentals of composition, specifically the modes 

of rhetorical analysis, argument, and synthesis.  While these are three types of essays generally seen on 

the AP Language & Composition exam, and therefore will receive the bulk of our attention, we will also 

survey other modes including compare and contrast, narrative, and description.  

 

Since so much of our focus is on words and how good writers and speakers employ them, we spend some 

time discussing rhetoric, rhetorical situation, rhetorical appeals, and the rhetorical strategies that we see 

and analyze in other writers’ works. ITS OKAY IF THESE ARE UNFAMILAR TO YOU! That’s what 

I’m here for.       

 

Finally, while this is a composition class, you will be expected to complete a good deal of reading this 

summer and during the school year.  Reading models of great writing is one of the ways we become better 

writers ourselves. Our reading will include a mix of fiction and non-fiction in different genres. You are 

expected to complete the readings by assigned due dates and be prepared to discuss the readings during 

informal and formal (Socratic Seminars) class discussions. Besides offering you models of good writing, 

readings become part of your “allusion toolbox;” offering you references to pull from in your own 

writing.  

 

SUMMER READING ASSIGNMENT 

Directions: You will choose ONE title from EACH of the following reading lists. Then prepare a 

presentation that you will share with the class, * providing an overview and a critique of BOTH texts. A 

rubric is provided below. Please do not choose books you have previously read, and watching the movie 

does not count!       

*Since we do not know whether we will be in the building or virtual when school begins, presentations 

much be on a platform such as PPT, Prezi, or other similar platforms that are online friendly.  

 

You will give TWO separate presentations – one for each book. In July, I will set up a sign-up sheet in 

Google Classroom for students to select their presentation dates. I do not recommend presenting both 

books on the same day.  

 

Access to books: The Dekalb County School District has made an application called SORA available to 

our students for FREE.  You can download the app using your smartphone or computer. You will find 

SORA in CLEVER on the Dekalb County Schools Website: 
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Access to Books, cont. 

You can also go to Dekalb County Library System.  The system has made it possible to obtain a library 

card online.  They have some of our titles. https://dekalblibrary.org/ 

 

Before choosing your book, I recommend reading a synopsis of the titles you are interested in and then 

selecting.  Remember, you will choose ONE non-fiction and ONE fiction.  I ask that you choose from 

my list as I will be coupling these texts with some of the canonical (fancy word for “classic” texts) works 

we will read together as a class.  

 

Non-fiction Choose one 

Between the World and Me by Ta-Nehisi Coates 

Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption by Bryan Stevenson 

Reading Lolita in Tehran: A Memoir in Books by Azar Nefisi 

This I Believe: The Personal Philosophies of Remarkable Men and Women by Jay Allison 

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks by Rebecca Skloot  

The New Jim Crow by Michelle Alexander 

 

Fiction Choose one 

Americana by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 

I’m Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter by Erika Sánchez 

All American Boys by Jason Reynolds 

Internment by Samira Amhed 

The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas 

Darius the Great is Not Okay by Adib Khorram 

 

Presentation Rubric 

 

What information/issues is 

important to the writer? 

20 possible points Teacher Comments 

What themes emerge in this book? 

(See list of literary themes below 

to help you) 

20 possible points  

What syntactical (how the writer 

organizes words, sentences) and 

language choices does the writer 

make? 

(See “Elements of syntax” and 

types of language below) 

20 possible points  

Length: 5-15 slides 

No longer than 10 minutes 

20 possible points  

Presentation (creativity, clarity, 

appropriateness) 

20 possible points  

 

 

https://dekalblibrary.org/


Elements of Syntax 

 

1. Sentence length 

Staccato – one to two words, abrupt 

Telegraphic – shorter than five words 

Short – approx.. 5-10 words 

Medium – approx.. 15-20 words 

Long – 3- or more words 

 

2. Consider: What variety of lengths is shown? How is it effective? 

Number of sentences 

Rhythm of sentences 

Sentences beginnings – variety or patter 

Voice – active or passive 

Word order/arrangement of ideas – are words set out in a special way for a purpose or effect? 

 Loose sentence (main point is at the beginning, “front loaded”) 

Ex: We reached Edmonton that morning after a turbulent flight and some 

exciting experiences.  

  Periodic sentence (main point at the end, “end loaded’) 

Ex: That morning, after a turbulent flight and some exciting experiences, we 

reached Edmonton.  

  Parallel structure 

  Antithesis 

  Natural order (subject before main verb) 

   Ex: Oranges grow in California 

  Inverted order (verb before subject) 

   Ex: In California grow oranges 

Interrupted sentence: subordinate clauses come in the middle, set off by dashes or 

commas 

Ex: These had been her teachers, -- stern and wild ones, --and they had made her 

strong… 

3. Sentence Types 

Declarative – statements 

 Ex: The clock struck eight. She waited. Nobody came. 

Interrogative – questions 

Imperative – commands, requests 

 Ex: Write to the local TV station. Try to convince others to take your side.  

Exclamatory 

Simple sentences – 1 subject, 1 predicate 

Compound sentences – two or more independent clauses joined with coordinating 

conjunctions, transitional words/phrases, semicolons, or colons. 

Ex: The saxophone does not belong to the brass family; in fact, it is a member of 

the woodwind family.  

  Complex sentences – one independent clause and one dependent clause 

   Ex: After the town was evacuated, the hurricane began. 

   Ex: Town officials, who were concerned, watched the storm. 



Compound-Complex – two or more independent clauses and at least one dependent 

clause. 

Ex: When small foreign imports began dominating the US automobile industry, 

consumers were very responsive, but American auto workers were dismayed.  

  Fragments and run-ons 

   

Types of Language 

 

Formal      Pedantic 

Informal     Euphemistic 

Abstract     Pretentious 

Concrete     Poetic 

Figurative     Slang 

Jargon      Idiomatic 

Scholarly     Cultured 

Precise      Obscure 

Connotative     Esoteric 

Plain      Provincial 

Literal      Trite 

Colloquial     Vulgar 

Detached     Symbolic 

Emotional     Bombastic 

 

Literary Themes (Not an exhaustive list – these are the common ones) 

 

Love 

Courage and Perseverance 

Individual vs Society 

Redemption 

Good vs. Evil 

Coming of Age 

Revenge 

War 

Death 

Power and Corruption  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


